Dress Code Policy
2021-2022
YES Prep will waive the uniform policy for
students for the 2021-2022 school year.
YES Prep understands the COVID-19
pandemic has created or increased the
economic challenges our families face.
Students still have the option of wearing a
YES Prep issued uniform. A campus-based
uniform is sold by YES Prep Public Schools,
containing the current school and official
YES Prep logo and is distributed by the
student’s school or Athletic Department.

TOPS:
T-shirts are acceptable; however all clothing and
accessories must be school appropriate: YES
Prep prohibits pictures, emblems, or writings on
T-shirts that are lewd, offensive, vulgar or
obscene or that advertise or depict tobacco
products, alcoholic beverages, drugs, or any
other substance, show gang affiliation, or depict
violence in any way.
No tank tops, halter tops, tube tops, net or
sheer tops, shirts with spaghetti straps, or
strapless tops for any student.
No bare midriffs (half shirts) allowed for any
student.

On Fridays students must wear a college or
spirit shirt

BOTTOMS:

Students may wear pants, skirts, or shorts of the
following:
Khakis (any color)
Jeans (any color)
Joggers (any color, must be jean or khaki
material- may not be sweat pant material)
Students may not wear
Leggings, jeggings, athletic or mesh shorts,
workout bottoms, or pajama pants.
Pants made of sweat pant material
Pants with holes (no holes are allowed above
or below the knee)
Shorts and skirts no shorter than mid-thigh.
Bottoms below the waist.
Shorts and skirts should be no more than
fingertip length above the knee. Bottoms must
be worn at the waist.

SHOES:

For safety purposes, all shoes must meet the
following criteria:
Closed-toed
Must have backs (i.e. no slides, no croc
sandals)
Must have hard soles (i.e. no slippers or
crocs)
Any color shoe is permitted.

OUTERWEAR:
Students can wear YES Prep outwear or
outwear of their preference. Students
may choose from the following:
Jacket
Sweatshirt
Cardigan

